A stochastic approach to risk management for prostate cancer patients on active surveillance.
Screening for prostate cancer (PC) has led to more cancers being detected at early stages, where active surveillance (AS), a strategy that involves monitoring and intervention when the disease progresses, is an option. Physicians are seeking ways to measure progression of the disease such that AS is abandoned when appropriate. A blood test, prostate-specific antigen (PSA), and the concept of doubling time (PSADT) and PSA kinetics are being used as proxies of disease speed of progression. Studies using these proxies report conflicting results. These studies cast doubts on the current rules for stopping AS and recent research concludes that PSADT and PSA kinetics are unreliable triggers for intervention in an AS program. These findings are consistent with stochastic processes being analyzed as if they were "deterministic" (i.e., current models measure disease progression by PSA's evolution assuming it to be deterministic). A model that best describes PSA evolution is a pre-requisite to the establishment of decision criteria for abandoning AS. This paper suggests modeling PSA evolutions and kinetics as stochastic processes. Consequently, triggers for stopping AS may be different than PSADT and can result in substantially different recommendations, which are likely to have significant impact on patients and the healthcare system.